Neighbour

noun. 1A person living next door to or very near to the speaker or person referred to. 'our garden was the envy of the
neighbours' 'We did speak with one of his next-door neighbours who claims to be a family friend as well who kind of
defended the doctors.'.Noun. neighbour (plural neighbours) (British spelling) A person living on adjacent or nearby land;
a person situated adjacently or nearby; anything (of the same type of thing as the subject) in an adjacent or nearby
position. Neighbouring - Neighbourhood - Neighbourliness - Simple English.neighbour definition: 1. someone who lives
very close to you: 2. a country that is next to another country. Learn more.Neighbours is an Australian television soap
opera. It was first broadcast on the Seven Network on 18 March It was created by TV executive Reg Watson.Your
neighbour is someone who lives near you. I got chatting with my neighbour in the garden. countable noun [oft poss
NOUN] You can refer to the person who is standing or sitting next to you as your neighbour. The woman prodded her
neighbour and whispered urgently in his ear.Neighbour is a men's shop founded in Vancouver, BC, carrying clothing,
items and objects that we admire. Neighbour / Woman opened Spring Neighbour definition is - chiefly British spelling
of neighbor.neighbour - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.Neighbour definition, a person
who lives near another. See more.Neighbour Day is Australia's annual celebration of community, encouraging people to
connect with those who live in their neighbourhood. Whether through a .Neighbours spoilers, news, pictures, videos,
previews and cast interviews from Digital Spy.Neighbour is a design and art direction agency working across all media.
We believe that beautifully crafted and consistent communication is the most effective .Neighbour. likes. Neighbour is
young Ryan Nebauer, on a mission to slay dragons with his emotional songs.11 Nov - 4 min - Uploaded by
IOHYOUMUSIC The video clip for Violent Soho's single 'Neighbour Neighbour'. Available via I OH YOU on.In ,
Neighbour Day's annual theme is: 'The Importance of a Supportive Neighbourhood for Children and Young People.' The
theme encourages all .3 hours ago Watch full episodes of Neighbours on demand, plus spoiler pics, show news,
backstage clips and more on tenplay. Australia's longest running.Neighbour is on a mission to create the very best rented
apartment-living communities that the UK, and maybe the world, has ever seen.Planned your neighbourhood feast yet?
Simply invite your neighbours for a home -cooked meal and iD will bring the food as a treat, completely free. All you
need.Neighbour Day will take place on Saturday, June 16, Held annually on the third Saturday of June, Neighbour Day
is an opportunity to get together.Sign up to stay in touch regarding Neighbour news updates, event and exclusive offers.
JOIN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD! PRIVACY POLICY. OPENING HOURS.
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